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From the onset, the Hawaii Road Usage Charge (HiRUC) project sought to identify, better understand, and find ways to address 
public concerns about a potential road usage charge (RUC). This report summarizes how this was achieved, the breadth of the 
outreach, key findings, how the project incorporated and was continuously shaped by public feedback, and how public feedback changed 
in reaction to these changes made by the Project Team. This document is intended to provide a high-level overview of the public outreach 
and education conducted, including the lessons learned. This document is full of visuals and key takeaways that can be shared within 
Hawaii Department of Transportation as well as with peers who are embarking on the same discovery of sustainable transportation 
funding alternatives.
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Public Outreach and Educational ApproachA
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Public Outreach Background and Need
Hawaii Road Usage Charge (HiRUC) represents the largest demonstration of road usage 
charging (RUC) ever conducted in the US. Alongside the research and demonstration of RUC 
systems, Hawaii Department of Transportation (HDOT) conducted widespread community outreach and 
stakeholder engagement to surface concerns and issues about the possibility of switching from a fuel tax to a 
RUC. The findings at each step of the project shaped the project’s final recommendations.
The top issues reflected concerns and questions about RUC. 
For example, many residents and stakeholders wanted to 
understand the impacts of RUC on low-income drivers, 
rural residents, and adoption of clean vehicles. They 
expressed concern about the cost and complexity of 
operating a RUC and a desire for RUC to ensure the visitors 
pay at least their share of costs for system maintenance. 
Other questions arose about how RUC would be enforced, 
how it could apply to heavy vehicles, how it could work for 
counties to replace their fuel taxes, and how to transition 
from the fuel tax to a RUC. HDOT explored all of these 
topics through research and analysis to answer 
questions and present a range of approaches for 
adjusting policy or system design features to address 
concerns. 
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Why include the public and stakeholders in the process?
Effective collaboration and public participation provide for better outcomes, 
improved governance, and reduced time and money.

Increases public 
understanding 
of the problem 
& the solutions

Reduces 
controversy & 

risks 
Builds trust & 

credibility

Fosters 
transparency in 

the decision-
making process 

Supports 
improved & 
sustainable 
decisions

Community 
involved in 

designing the 
solutions
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Public participation spanned all phases of the HiRUC 
Demonstration project

June 2019 – June 2022
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Outreach Principles
The building blocks of the community outreach plan were “stacked” to support the following set of overarching outreach 
principles and goals. Each of these principles aims to increase trust in HDOT and the HiRUC project process.

INCLUSIVITY
Is everyone at the 
table who should be? 

ACCESSIBILITY
Are there ways to get 
information and 
feedback that suit our 
diverse audience?

CUSTOMIZATION
Understand the 
audience. What is 
important to them? 
Providing personalized 
information directly on 
how they will be 
impacted.INTERACTION

People want to know 
that their feedback is 
heard by a real person 
and that their feedback 
makes a difference.

REPRESENTATIVE
Are the 
representatives of the 
groups engaged 
representatives of the 
population as a 
whole?
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Summary of Outreach Building Blocks
Performance & Key Takeaways

B
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HiRUC achieved unprecedented levels of public support.  This did 
not happen through any one public outreach activity.  Public 
feedback was collected and analyzed at six stages throughout the 
three-year project. The research at each stage incorporated learnings 
from the prior stage and progressively drilled down into the concerns that 
were conveyed along with the key policy choices that affected public 
support. 

Iterative Public Outreach 
Approach
Public feedback and analysis was a cornerstone 
of the HiRUC Demonstration project. 

6

5

4

3

2

1 Initial Public Opinion Focus Groups (October 2018) 
Hawaii Road Usage Charge Focus Group Report

Community Meetings (March 2019 to May 2019)
Feedback from RUC Community Meeting Report

Public Opinion Telephone Survey (December 2018 to January 2019)
Statewide Public Opinion Poll – Phone Survey Report

Technology Test Drive: Survey Results
Feedback on the Hawaii Road Usage Charge (HIRUC) Technology 
Test Drive (July 2020 to June 2021)

Help Desk Inquiries throughout the HiRUC Demonstration project  
(September 2019 to July 2021)

Driving Report Mailer: Survey Results (Nov 2019 to Sept 2020)
Survey Analysis & Evaluation Report on Part 1, Driving Reports
Final Report

Outreach Building Blocks:

Cutting across all these building blocks was an extensive stakeholder 
engagement effort
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Initial Public Opinion Focus Groups
Ten focus groups with participants across all four counties were conducted to perform the initial assessment of awareness perceptions of 
Hawaii’s road and highway transportation infrastructure, funding, and road usage charge programs. One focus group consisted of only 
electric vehicle owners. The results informed the later stages of outreach and research, including the top tier messaging, website, 
and design of the two pilots. 

Key Takeaways
 Awareness of the transportation funding situation in Hawaii was relatively low, 

emphasizing the need for further public education efforts

 Given the lack of specific cost information, residents assumed the worst with 
estimates ranging as high as $1,000 in annual gas tax

 Acceptance of RUC increased as the discussion continued

 Participants responded to and offered key points in support of and in 
opposition to a RUC around such topics as fairness, enforceability, which 
vehicles should pay, and use of revenue; these key points made design of 
broader communication materials more meaningful

 Two prominent findings to be confirmed with quantitative data: “fair” means 
those who use the roads pay for them, and providing mileage data was 
largely a non-issue for Hawaii drivers who are already accustomed to doing 
so as part of periodic motor vehicle inspections

October 
2018

All 4 Counties
Participated

10 Focus Groups
Conducted

Gas, Hybrid, Electric
Vehicle Owners

1
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Statewide Telephone Survey 
The next tier in the process was the Statewide Telephone Survey. The survey built on the findings of the focus groups by quantifying what was 
heard in the focus groups across a large swath of the population. The surveys also tested the effectiveness of various messages to promote 
understanding. This telephone survey randomly sampled 1,519 Hawaii residents, with sampling based on population targets to ensure a final 
sample representative of the state’s population demographically and geographically. This helped understand the baseline of  public 
understanding and opinions about transportation funding and RUC. 

Key Takeaways
 Confirmed the general lack of public knowledge 

regarding transportation infrastructure funding 
 A large majority believed levels of funding were staying 

the same or recently increasing 
 A majority did not have strong feelings for or in 

opposition to implementing RUC. Monitoring changes in 
support/opposition to a RUC was a key focal point for 
tracking data in the upcoming Driving Report surveys.

 Those opposed to RUC believed they would be paying 
more than others and did not consider they were 
already paying more than others in gas taxes. This 
stressed the importance in designing a Driving Report 
that clearly communicated this comparison to drivers to 
prevent or clarify assumptions made about road usage 
charges.

2
Dec 2018 –
Jan 2019

1,519 Hawaii 
Residents
Participated

Demographically & 
Geographically 

Proportionate to Population
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Community Meetings
Following the public opinion surveys, 13 community meetings were conducted to begin a dialogue with communities. Substantial information 
was gathered on opinions, preferences, and perceptions regarding transportation funding. Community meetings began with a brief 
presentation by the Project Team explaining the study and RUC. This was followed by a question, answer, and comment period to allow the 
public an opportunity to directly engage on the topic. An online townhall was also conducted, recorded, and made available online. The 
community meetings built on previous efforts and allowed the team to test the messaging with live audiences across the state (rural 
and urban environments) and also begin the education process with the public as a whole.

Key Takeaways
The most frequent issues raised by the public around 
the state:

• Impact of RUC on rural drivers
• Impact of RUC on low-income drivers
• Impact of heavy vehicles on Hawaii roads 

and whether they would be paying their 
share

• How to ensure removal of the gas tax in the 
event a RUC is enacted

• How to ensure a RUC is administered cost-
efficiently

• How to enforce a RUC especially given 
perceptions around unregistered vehicles.

• How to collect a state vs. county RUC
• Impact of RUC on clean vehicle adoption
• Impact of tourism on Hawaii roads and 

whether tourists are paying their fair share

 Oahu: Kapolei, Honolulu, and Kaneohe

 Kauai: Lihue & Koloa

 Maui: Lahaina, Wailuku, and Paia

 Molokai: Kaunakakai

 Lanai: Lanai City

 Hawaii: Kona, Waimea, and Hilo

March 2019 
– May 20193

400 Attendees
Participated across all 

in-person meetings

Virtual Townhall
Conducted

online
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0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

General participant questions

General road usage charge implementation…

Policy suggestions for RUC

Request Driving Report Surveys

Impact on EV and fuel-efficient vehicle adoption

Enforcement of RUC/odometer readings/vehicle…

Other alternatives besides RUC

General government distrust/anti-tax

Vehicle weight

Impact on long distance drivers

Privacy

Community Meetings

Visitors/tourists paying fair share

Impact on lowincome households

Help Desk Inquiries 

Key Takeaways
 Inquiries received ranged from policy questions 

and suggestions, specific concerns about 
implementation details, and general support or 
opposition

 Many calls were about the Driving Report and 
Technology Test Drive including feedback about 
the enrollment or  technologies, request for paper 
surveys before they were sent out as a default 
with each Driving Report

 The topics of utmost concern were about the 
impact of a RUC on EV and fuel-efficient vehicle 
adoption, enforceability of a RUC, cost of 
administration, and the need for heavier vehicles 
to pay into roadway maintenance

The HiRUC Help Desk supported the other engagement efforts – Community Meetings, the Driving Report, Technology Test Drive, and Fleet Pilot. The Help Desk 
could be contacted by phone or email. Over 500 incoming and outgoing communications were processed, not including technical support inquiries handled by the 
Technology Test Drive vendor, Azuga. This allowed the public to access the project team directly – to answer questions, voice concerns or learn more – in 
a method that was convenient and comfortable. Many callers had specific policy questions or suggestions on a variety of topics such as how tourists contribute to 
roads, impacts of RUC on long-distance drivers, impacts of RUC on EV adoption, and more. The help desk allowed for more in-depth exchange of ideas, opinions, 
and information.

Oct 2018 –
July 20214

500+ communications
incoming and outgoing
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Driving Report Surveys 
To educate Hawaii vehicle owners about RUC, HDOT designed and mailed customized RUC statements based on each driver’s vehicle
odometer data to show what their tax obligation might be under a RUC compared to the gas tax. This data was collected using the existing 
state vehicle inspection program. This mailer design, including FAQ, incorporated the public feedback received, as well as the findings of field 
research from twelve one-on-one participatory design sessions and 69 anonymous surveys of Hawaii residents. These mailers were sent over 
the course of a year and included a survey as well as an opportunity to sign up for an e-newsletter and a follow-on experience with more 
advanced mileage reporting technologies. A slightly different version of the Driving Report was used for non-EV drivers as compared to EV 
drivers. Over 350,000 Driving Reports were mailed out, and over 40,000 residents responded to the survey producing a very rich set of 
response data, while over 7,000 subscribed for the e-newsletter and volunteered for the Technology Test Drive.

Key Takeaways

 Public support of a RUC moved on an upward trend across the first nine 
months of surveys, before leveling off. The increase in support is likely is 
attributable to increased participation after the project team inserted paper 
surveys to encourage more respondents than the first waves which 
allowed only electronic web-based survey responses.

 Both EV and non-EV drivers were strongly more supportive of a RUC 
when exclusively used for maintenance and improvement of the state’s 
roads and bridges. If this is the intent of any proposed RUC, this message 
needs to be clearly communicated to Hawaii drivers.

 A large majority preferred to pay all at once and have odometer readings 
collected at their annual safety inspections, a consistent finding 
throughout the research. Along with this, it is important to offer payment 
options, as residents perceive annual payments would adversely impact 
lower-income groups.

Nov 2019 –
Sept 20205

350,000 Driving Reports
mailed

69 Surveys
anonymous households

7,588 e-Newsletter 
recipients

40,000 Surveys
responses

12 Design Sessions
one-on-one
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Technology Test Drive Surveys 

Key Takeaways

 Reactions to the Mileage Reporting Methods (MRM) were very 
positive, with a large majority of participants offering encouraging 
feedback on their chosen MRM. Generally, the participants agreed 
their chosen method was easy, clear, reliable and accurate  

 Among those that participated in the Technology Test Drive, 40% 
indicated they would use the periodic motor vehicle inspection (PMVI) 
in a real RUC program. Three-quarters would be equally or more 
supportive of RUC overall if only the vehicle inspection-based method 
were offered in a real RUC program

 There was a net gain in support for a RUC (relative to the gas tax) 
across all three MRMs at the conclusion of the Technology Test Drive, 
suggesting personal experience with the various technologies may 
contribute to a more positive outlook toward a RUC.

 Fleet owners have very different needs from individual vehicle owners 
and even across fleets which encompass a diverse array of 
businesses and operations scenarios.

Following the Driving Report mailers and surveys, the Technology Test Drive introduced Hawaii drivers to various technology-based 
alternatives to the vehicle inspection for reporting their mileage driven. Participants could choose between OdoFoto, a plug-in device with 
GPS, or a plug-in device without GPS. The pilot ran for 9 months, and participants took two to three surveys depending on when they 
enrolled in the pilot. Offering drivers a more advanced range of choices for mileage reporting allowed HDOT to better understand  
the relative value and utility of manual mileage reporting
and to assess use cases for advanced technology in the
future.

May 2020 –
March 20216

2,129 vehicles
enrolled

>95% compliance 
rate in reporting miles driven

>80% response rate
for all 3 participant surveys
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 City & County of Honolulu 
Department of Budget & 
Fiscal Services

 Kauai Department of Public 
Works

 Maui Department of Public 
Works

 AAA
 Blue Planet Foundation
 Chamber of Commerce of 

Hawaii
 State Department of 

Business, Economic 
Development and Tourism

 Hawaii Tourism Authority
 Hawaii Transportation 

Association
 Hawaiian Perspectives
 Tax Foundation of Hawaii

Cross-Cutting Stakeholder Engagement
Cutting across the six building blocks of public engagement was an extensive stakeholder engagement effort consisting of a formal Advisory 
Group of stakeholders convened by HDOT for periodic meetings to provide input to the research team and ongoing outreach to a broad 
range of community groups, industry associations, and local governments.

Sept 2018 
– May 2022

Advisory Group Membership
 House Speaker Scott Saiki
 Senate President Ron 

Kouchi
 Senator Donovan Dela 

Cruz, Chair, Ways & 
Means Committee

 Senator Lorraine Inouye, 
Vice Chair, Transportation 
Committee

 Rep. Henry Aquino, Chair, 
Transportation Committee

 Rep. Sylvia Luke, Chair, 
Finance Committee

 Senator Chris Lee, Chair, 
Transportation Committee

 Hawaii Department of 
Taxation

 Hawaii County Department 
of Public Works

Advisory Group. HDOT established the HiRUC Advisory Group to provide input to 
serve as a forum for receiving, reviewing, and providing input and feedback to the 
project’s research methodology and results. The Advisory Group also offered an 
opportunity for communication among HDOT, members, and the organizations and 
constituencies they represented.

Direct Engagement. HDOT also undertook direct engagement with numerous 
community groups, industry associations, and local governments. These meetings 
included informational presentations about the HiRUC project, Q&A sessions, and 
volunteer solicitations. In addition to sharing general project information and 
addressing specific questions and concerns, the project team collected feedback and 
input from the participants in these meetings to inform the research.

Not every member of the public has the same level of interest in transportation, 
transportation funding, or public policy in general. By undertaking efforts for direct 
engagement with organizations that are civically active, HDOT aimed to ensure not 
only broad opportunities for information and opinion sharing but also targeted two-
way communication with community members and leaders. Research into 
alternative funding is most impactful when those impacted by change and 
those with power to influence future policy choices are aware of the research 
and have opportunities to participate in it, including providing direct input.
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Outcomes
Overarching Lessons Learned

C
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Steady Support for RUC
Support for RUC in Hawaii started out strong as 
shown in the statewide telephone survey results, 
more so than in other states. This is attributable 
likely to familiarity with odometer mileage reporting 
across Hawaii. Support continued to grow 
throughout the two phases of the demonstration 
project with increased levels of exposure to the 
concept in practice and increased communication 
of the challenges of long-term transportation 
funding. Similar to other states, support for RUC 
has increased with understanding of the
concept and the need for an 
alternative roadway funding 
mechanism.

State Methodology Year More fair 
/ support

Less fair / 
oppose Same Don't 

know

Oregon Statewide telephone 
survey 2012 15 40 36 9

California Statewide telephone 
survey 2015 19 46 29 6

Washington Statewide telephone 
survey 2017 23 41 21 15

Hawaii – General Statewide telephone 
survey 2018 41 25 27 7

Hawaii – Driving 
Report Driving Report survey 2020-21 47 39 N/A 13

Hawaii – Tech 
Test Drive (initial)

Initial Technology Test 
Drive Survey 2021 50 16 N/A 34

Hawaii – Tech 
Test Drive (final)

Final Technology Test 
Drive Survey 2021 68 26 N/A 6
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Over the course of the project, HDOT learned several valuable best practices that enabled more effective communication 
with the public. The following are simple, yet actionable tips to help you achieve success in conducting a RUC pilot and 
associated public outreach and education.
 A simple, broadly agreed premise to motivate the research must be consistent and clearly articulated regularly:

 Transportation is a public good that benefits all residents and is worthy of sustainable investment
 The fuel tax is growing less equitable as it declines in its ability to fund the upkeep and repair of our transportation system

 Certain key aspects of RUC must be presented clearly and simply, every time: 
 RUC is a replacement for the gas tax, not a new tax
 HiRUC is a research project

 The vehicle inspection is a trusted method for mileage reporting
 People are familiar with the process and inspectors
 People are comfortable with the ability of the vehicle inspection method to protect privacy

Lessons Learned
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Tips for 
Replicating

Over the course of the project, HDOT learned several valuable 
best practices that enabled more effective communication with 
the public. The following are simple, actionable tips that helped 
HDOT achieve success in conducting a RUC demonstration 
and associated public outreach and education.
 Begin conducting community meetings in areas with perceived 

relatively friendly audiences. This will allow constructive opportunities 
to improve message delivery and presentation content.

 Regularly monitor media and reach out proactively to offer facts, 
interviews, and opportunities to interact directly with project or agency 
representatives.

 Ensure all participants in public meetings feel welcome and safe by 
starting with an “open house” giving an opportunity for project team 
representatives to circulate and get to know attendees. For larger 
venues and crowds, reinforce the need for decorum through presence 
of higher-ranking officials.

 RUC is relatively complicated to explain. More understanding of RUC 
through hands on experience and customized impact information 
increases support more than it increases opposition, but it takes time.

 Listen carefully. To fully address public and stakeholder concerns, take 
the time to first fully understand the concern and any regional 
nuances.

 Understand how to reach all audiences. Various forms of outreach are 
more effective for various groups. In-person meetings, for example, 
tend to attract older community members, compared to social media 
which skews to a younger demographic. Postal mail proved 
comprehensive in its ability to reach diverse audiences 
statewide.
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Next Steps
Where do we go from here?

D
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Next Step: Closing the Feedback Loop
A key principle for building trust with the public is closing the feedback loop – how was my input taken into consideration 
and used when developing the final product?
In the Community Meetings, many residents asked that HDOT report back on the results of the HiRUC project. HDOT 
stated that the community meeting questions and responses would be posted publicly on the website release, which was 
done shortly after the conclusion of the meetings. HDOT also posted the HiRUC Final Report on the hiruc.org website and 
will reach out to stakeholders to inform the public of the project findings and recommendations. HDOT’s recommendations 
in the Final Report are directly derived from the public feedback and analysis. 

At all stages, public feedback and analysis showed that support 
for RUC increased with understanding of how transportation 
funding works, the challenge of declining gas taxes, and the 
impact of RUC on residents. HDOT has applied for additional 
Federal grant funding to perform continued outreach and 
research to move toward implementation of a road usage charge 
in a manner consistent with the input received from Hawaii 
residents.
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